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The writer of The Global Forest--an international bestseller and a classic upon publication, beloved by
readers around the world--gives us her advice for achieving better health insurance and satisfaction, with
frugality, simplicity and pleasure not far behind.In The Sweetness of a straightforward Life, Diana
Beresford-Kroeger mixes science with storytelling, wonderment, magic, myth and plenty of good sense.  
how we can safeguard ourselves and our loved ones from illness; This inspiring, accessible book
emphasizes back to basics, with the touchstone no exotic religious beliefs or meditation practice, however
the natural world around us. D. After going after a Ph. Orphaned at an early age, Beresford-Kroeger was
tutored by elderly relatives in Ireland in the Druidic custom, trained the overlap between your arts and
sciences, and the triad of body, mind and spirit. in medical biochemistry, Beresford-Kroeger lay out on a
quest to preserve the world's forests. She has an easy dose of healing, practical wisdom, blending modern
medicine with aboriginal traditions. how exactly to clean our homes and look after pets;  and why we
have to appreciate character. In this warm and sensible assortment of essays, she gives us helpful
information for living basically and well: which foods to eat and which to avoid; 
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Wonderful book All of Diana Beresford-Kroeger's books serve to renew our sense of wonder and
reverence for the trees of the world, for nature broadly and for the average person lives that weave it's
tapestry. Her voice is the voice of science, of poetry, and of ancient wisdom. She speaks to us with
urgency, grace, and the glint of genuine magic. She's Irish, and charmingly aristocratic. That is an easy
and pleasurable read. Her influence has already reached into our small backyard in Massachusetts in a
thriving legacy of elderberries, sassafras, and pawpaw trees.There exists a YouTube video, about 45
minutes long, where the author explains her intentions on paper this latest book. Watch or pay attention
to the video. Read the reserve. Plant a tree. It will give you hope and make you smile. This is a brilliant
book! When there is just one person living this way upon this crazy Earth then there's always some expect
our future. Readable. Diana Beresford-Kroeger is extremely knowledgeable about trees, plant life and the
natural globe. This is an excellent book! It makes me long for a real life Diana's, but she actually is one of
a kind. Every single essay is certainly profound and imparts information that will never be collected again.
An excellent addition to any library. Each chapter addresses a particular subject that makes it an excellent
book for those who want to be in a position to read in a nutshell bites. I loved this book! It makes me
long for a life . Thank you, thankyou, because of this book. Simple and Sweet Quick, useful
essays/vignettes that warm the heart. At least someone is coping with the clarity and integrity of the old
ways. Once you start reading her books you are feeling that you'll never be able to thank her plenty of for
her message of wish and healing, but thank her you will - by planting trees.. A few of the essays break my
center for what we have thrown away but most leave me with a feeling of peace. The Sweetness Of A
Simple Life is filled with great suggestions on how the natural world can boost our lives and health.
We've lost so much in our corporate,digital culture. Just what a Gem! I select the reserve up and randomly
examine one short chapter to relax. Easy to read Great book! I bought 6 copies to provide as Christmas
presents. Very inspirational. My world became even more sacred and my entire life more joyful. A
beautiful book This book drives home the idea that we are part of nature, of earth, of each other. Loved it.
Would definitely recommend and I'll probably read again. Great book! Beautiful book This is the perfect
book.. Each chapter was brief but still left you reflecting on the precise topic. But it doesn't need to be
that way. Great go through. As we, in ignorance or willful negligence, take action to destroy nature, we
destroy ourselves. By the end of reading the reserve I felt just like the author had shared her beautiful
world with me. Start to see the documentary by Treespeak.
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